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Birthday Decoration Balloon Arch 

Have you ever seen such a fancy birthday 

decoration balloon arch? That's right! This is the 

newest latex balloon set from Qianjia Balloon 

brand of Borun Balloon Factory in China - Birthday 

decoration balloon Arch. This is presell birthday 

decorating balloon arch set available for any 

country. However, due to the strict requirements of 

the balloon factory on the production quality of 

latex balloons, the birthday decoration balloon arch 

kit needs a 15-day lead time. 

 

 

Product Description 

The Birthday Decoration Balloon Arch is composed of white matte balloons, orange macaroon 

balloons , apricot matte balloons. The Chinese balloon factory produces high quality balloons 

with mesmeric latex balloon colors. Along with this, of course, is the extremely popular birthday 

decoration balloon arch set.Are you worried about the quality of the balloon? Don't worry, the 

Chinese balloon factory has three quality checks on latex balloons.And we can assist your 

goods inspection company to inspect the goods on site, we will absolutely ensure that your 

goods are of high quality. 

  

Are you worried about shipment? Don't worry, we have a very mature freight forwarding 

company, you only need to wait for your goods to be delivered to your door after placing an 

order. Our freight forwarding company acts for more than 100 million dollars of goods every 

year, of course, you can also apply your own freight forwarding company. 

  

Are you worried about getting the goods on the shelves? Don't worry, we have rich experience 

in selling birthday decoration balloon arch sets. We can help you fully comply with the sales 

rules of Amazon Mall and Tiktok from the beginning of preparing birthday decoration balloon 

arch sets, so that you can easily sell birthday decoration balloon arch garland kit for profit. 

  

We are a very professional latex balloon factory in China. All our balloons made in 

China.Balloon arch is our best product category. Our sales of birthday decoration balloon arch 

sets exceed $5 million per year. We are the leading company in the balloon garland arch set. 

  

Strict quality inspection of the balloon production line, with perfect business team, will certainly 

produce unparalleled balloon arch.You can email me or Whats app and if you look at it, we'll 

give you a great deal on what you think is a great quality and cheap birthday decoration 

balloon arch.I look forward to your visit, my friend. 
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